
nDEFYING Tÿ ODDSu

(video, colour, 28 mins. 42 secs.)

CUM°

TIME

00:00

VIDEO

OPENING MONTAGE

AUDIO

00:06 SUPERIMPOSE: HILLARY

RODHAM CLINTON,  FIRST

LADY,  U.S.A.

HI                          SYNC:

"Human Rights are women's

rights and women's rights are

human rights, once and for

a11."                           (6")

00:16 SUPERIMPOSE: GRO

HARLEM BRUNDTLAND,

PRIME MINISTER,  NORWAY

GR0 HARLEM BRUNDTLAND SYNC:
"Women will no longer accept

the role as second-rate

citizens."                 (6")

00:23 SUPERIMPOSE: BENAZIR

BHUTTO,  PRIME

MINISTER,  PAKISTAN

BENAZIR BHUTTO SYNC:

"Women across continents are

together, together in the

search for self-esteem, self-

respect and respect in society

itself."                     (I0")

00:33 MONTAGE

NARRATION:

Here are the stories of four

women with courage ... Women

who balance age old traditions

with new roles at the centre of

social change ... women who are

defying the odds.       (15")
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00:48 SUPERIMPOSE MAIN
TITLE:  RDEFYING THE

ODDSw

00:56 STREET SCENES

01:II ASMAJAHANGIR IN CAR

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

ASMAJAHANGIR

Internationally renowned lawyer

and human rights activist Asma

Jahangir is a founder of

Pakistan's first all female law

firm.                          (9")

00:24 ASMA AT KOT LAKHPAT

JAIL

ASMA VOICEOVER:

I come to Kot Lakhpat Jail very

often because I have a number

of female clients here.

(5")

01:33 ASMA JAHANGIR SIGNING

GUEST BOOKS

I myself came here to be the

State guest here many years

ago, in 1983.  We were in a

march against the military

government.  And I was caught..

and I was told that, "we have

to arrest you."          (14")
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01:49 ASMAJAHANGIRENTERING
WOMENIS JAIL

At the moment there are fifty-

six women here°  The majority

of the women are arrested on

charges of what we call Zina,

which means any sex outside of

marriage.  This was the first

legislatlon of Zia ul Haq's

Islamization process.  The

entire concept of rape laws and

adultery was changed.  We have

reported cases were women went

and complained that they were

raped, and the police decided

that it was not rape because

their consent was questionable.

(35")

02:32 ASÿ JAHANGIR ON

CAMEÿ

I am a lawyer, and I deal with

the law every day.   I can say

quite confidently that if I got

raped tomorrow, I would never

take the risk of filing a case,

because I donÿt think that I -

within this legal system - I

would get any justice, or that

I could sweep away the

possibility of getting

convicted for Zina myself."

(28")
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03:32 Wÿ IN PRISON

SUBTITLE:

"There's no one to support

you?"

SUBTITLE:

"The poor have nobody.

SUBTITLE:
The law isn't for the poor.

SUBTITLE:

Those who have money are safe,

even if they are guilty.

SUBTITLE:
Those who have nothing come

under the law.

SUBTITLE:

The law is blind."      (20")

03:25 WOMEN IN PRISON

ZLS_MA VOICEOVER:

"And yet people are too scared

to repeal this law because it

was made in the name of

Islamization ... everybody

admits is unfair; everybody

admits is unjust, but nobody

has the courage to repeal it

because the opposition comes

from a handful of religious

extremists who want to use

religion to intimidate

others...                  (21")
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03:46 ASMA ON CAMERA

ASHA SYNC:

o.. and they hate, they hate

worn°   I mean theEees
something inside them that -

that m ekes them detest women,

that want to see women really

very powerless.  They don't

want to see women being

independent, having dignity,

holding their heads up, moving

in an atmosphere as free

agents.  No, that is something

unacceptable for them."

(21")

04:09 ASMA   LEAVING   PRISON

NARRATION:

In spite of death threats by

extremists, Asma continues to

challenge human rights abuses.

For her no other choice is

possible.                (9")

04:25 ASMA ON CAMERA HYou have to not be able to

compromise as a defense lawyer,

and yet keep your neck on the

line just about enough so that

you don't get killed.  (i0ÿ')
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04:35 ASMA WITH LAWYERS But then I'm not the only one,

there are my other colleagues

from Human Rights Commission

who are with me, and I guess

that if we have to fight for

what we believe is justice, and

against those forces that are

really misusing religion for

terrorizing, not only

minorities, but sooner or later

will terrorize any moderate

Muslim.   I think it is about

time that we stood up.n(24")

05:03 SABIHA JILANI IN

GARDEN

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

SABIHA,  ASMA'S MOTHER

V  C
nThere are so many murders,

political murders in this

country.  So much so I told her

you run away from this country,

please, go somewhere else, to

some other country, save you

life.  "You know I can't."

She's doing something very

good, which I really appreciate

as the time goes, as I

understand.   Yes, she's doing

something very, very great.

(21")
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05:31 SABIHA ON CAMERA But you see, her home life

suffers a lore her children

suffer a lot.w          (8N)

05:40 ASMA ON CAMERA wYes, she is right, in many

ways, I do not spend enough

time with my children.  I

think, all's said and done, I

have my children to thank for,

because they have been very

supportive.  And I think even

my husband because it is easy

to ask whether somebody's being

supportive or not...   (20")

06:01 ASMAWS FAMILY PLAYING

CROQUET

ASMA vOICEOVER:

...but having to live in this

society and having to support

and believe in what your wife

is doing, which is so

controversial, is not easy.

(i0")
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06:14 ASMA ON CAMERA There was a period where he

felt: HMy God, I mean what's

happening, this is not my wife,

this is a lawyer.  And stop it!

Stop her.H  But it ... the wife

was gone.  There was nobody

there, there was another

person.  And then gradually he

began to accept it.    (24H)

06:39 PAN OF GROUP PHOTO

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

THE LAW SOCIETY OF

PAKISTAN

ASMA VOICEOVER:
My mother cannot ever thank my

husband enough for keeping this

woman as a wife..°      (8")

06:47 ASMA ON CAMERA ...who doesn't deserve to be

called a wife, you know,

because deep down she is very

conventional.            (5")

27:04         ROSES PAN TO ASMA
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07: 08 FAMILY DINNING I do come from a privileged

background.  I have been able

to use this posltlon, sometimes

to the advantage of my work.

At the same tim, I will admit

that sometimes I feel...

(16")

07:31 ASMA ON CAMERA ...that there is a dichotomy

between what I think and

between what I am.  There has

to be.  I become disoriented

sometimes, because in the

morning my work is basically

with a lot of disadvantage ...

not just underprivileged ...

absolutely trampled people...

(23")

07:55 CLOSE UP OF GIRLS

OVER:

...and you see all that misery,

it's not easy to live with.

(42")

08:00 WOMEN MAKING BRICKS

POSTER

WOMEN'S MEETING

There is very valid criticism

that the women's movement in

Pakistan is elitiste as they

call it, but it could only be

women with that background who

could go out, march in the
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Mÿ WITH CHILD

streets and then get away

alive.  How can you expect a

woman who is getting beaten up

every day in her house suddenly

to become very active, w

(23")

08:31 WOMAN ON

SUBTITLE:
WNow that we are married he has

started to take revenge.N

SUBTITLE:
NHOW?R

SUBTITLE:
HBy punishings

08:40 WOMAN SPEAKING IN

PUNJABI

UPeople are very afraid of the

women's movement because it is

the longest social movement in

history.  In a global manner

there's been a world of change.

Twenty years ago was the first

United Nations conference on

women's rights.         (15H)
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08:55 CLOSE UP OF WOMAN Twenty years ago the word

Wwomen's rightsn was not

understood in places like

Pakistan.  And now it is very

much there, ally,, in the lives

of women.                (11ÿ)

09:09 ASMA ON CAMERA

ASMA SYNC:

In the lives of the women who

go and pick cotton in Pakistan,

in the hearts of those women

who are sitting in the jails in

Pakistan ... in the hearts of

young students in Pakistan, for

example, who wish to see

themselves as leaders of

tomorrow.  It is very much

there, in every part of the

world.                      (20")

09:29 PEOPLE WALKING

ASMAV0 CE0VER:
It has now taken seat in the

hearts of women.  And when that

happens, you're on the

movement.H                (7I,)

09:38 CLOSE UP MONTAGE OF

WOMEN

O VOICEOVER:

nThe rights Islam gave muslim

women are being denied too

often todayo             (5")
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09 : 50 BENAZIR BHUTTO AT

PODIUM
SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

FOÿ WORLD
CONFERENCE ON WOMEN,

BEIJING CHINA

ENAZIR ÿ:

Women have become the victims

of a culture of exclusion and

male domination.        (5H)

09:56 BENAZIR BHUTTO ON

CAMERA

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

MOHTARMA BENAZIR

BHUTTO,  PRIME

MINISTER,  PAKISTAN

Today, more women suffer than

men from poverty, deprivation

and discrimination.  Half a

billion women are illiterate.

Seventy percent of the children

who are denied elementary

education in the world are

girls.                     (18")

10:15 CLOSE UP OF AUDIENCE

BENAZIR BHUTTO VOICEOVER:
The discrimination against

women...                   (i")

10:18 BENAZIR BÿTTO ON

CAMEÿ

BENAZIR BHUTTO SYNC:
.°°can only begin to erode when

women are educated...  (3")

10:23 AUDIENCE APPLAUDING

BENAZIR BHUTTO VOICEOVER:

..;and   when   women   are

employed."                 (i'1)
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10:29 DEMONSTRATION (ÿslc)

10:39 CLOSE UP OF

DEMONSTRATORS

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

SANDRA GONZALEZ

10:52 WOMEN AROUND SEWING

MACHINE

In Guatemala City, Sandra

Gonzalez became a union

organizer in the factory where

she sews clothing for export to

the United States.     (8")

SANDÿ VOICEOÿÿ
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH:

"I work at Inexport.  It's a

maquiladora company that

belongs to an American.  A

maquiladora company is a place

where we assemble clothingr

mainly for North American

markets.                  ( 10" )

11:05

11:18

FAN ROTATING

SANDRA WALKING HOME

We have about four hundred and

fifty people working at the

factory and ninety-eight

percent of them are women.   I

like my work very much.

It's very important to me to

work as a maquia, a piece

worker.  And I really need the

money to support my family.

(18")
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ii:29 SANDRA CARRYING HER
SON

I met the father of my first

son in my old barrio.  Our

relationship was intense.  I

adore him because he was the

first love of my llfe and I

will never forget him.  We

dated for almost two years...

(12")

11:49 SANDRA ON CAMERA

S     S

...and when he learned I was

expecting a baby he became very

angry with me.  He became

violent, seriously violent.

(6-)

11:59 SANDRA CARRYING HER

SON

VO    0  R        ANISH

TED Iÿ:

I had to tell my mother that I

was pregnant.  And that was

very difficult.   I was

nineteen.   I felt that I had

disappointed the love and the

trust my father and my mother

had given me.            (12")
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12:14 BAND\FATHER AND MOTHER
DANCING\CLOSE  UP  OF
SANDRA

What hurt me the most was that

my father wanted to throw me
out of the house.  My mother

told him not to throw me out

but to forgive me.  Otherwiseÿ

she would leave.        (9")

My relationship with my mother

has been very important to me.

She's given me all her support.

She"s always been by my side

and has always tried to help

me.                           (10)"

12:53 TRAFFIC\SANDRA INSIDE

BUS

Seven years ago all the

Inexport workers went out on

strike.  I was pregnant with my

son Julio at that time.

(8")

13:16 PAN OF FACTORY

BUILDING

Conditions for the workers had

deteriorated severely.   There

was no hygiene inside the

factory and people were

becoming ill.           (8")
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13:31 CHILDREN PLAYING

OUTDOOR

American companies have a great

advantage by brlnglngthe raw

materials here to have them cut

and sewn ...  they don't have

to pay very high taxes.  And

the labour force is very cheap,

certainly cheaper than in the

United States.H         (14")

13:54 PAN OF BANNER A long and bitter strike

against the factory brought

intimidation and death threats.

(4")

14:09 CANDIDA GONZALEZ ON

CAMERA\SUPERIMPOSE

SUBTITLE:  CANDIDA,

SANDRAIS MOTHER

CANDIDA SYNC IN SPANISÿ
TRANSLATED INT0 ENGLISH:
"When Sandra was at the strike

at Inexport, we worried a lot.

We heard that someone had been

shot, so we went looking for

her.                         (7")

14:21 PAN STILLS OF STRIKE

CANDIDA VOICEOVER IN SPANISH

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH:
Sandra refused to come home.

She said "If I have tot I will

die here."                   (4'1)
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14:29 CANDIDA GONZALEZ ON

CAMERA

CANDIDA SYNC IN SPANISH
TRANSLATED Iÿ ÿGLISH:
She only asked us to look after

heri sons. n                (2 N )

13:34 CLOSE UP OF CANDIDA

GONZALEZ

Sandra and the others held on

until the union won, signalling

new hope for change in the

livesof the workers. (6")

14:45 DEMONSTRATION

SANDRA VOICEOVER IN SPAN!ÿ
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLIÿ:
"It's very difficult to

organize a union in Guatemala

because our rights are

restricted, rights that are

ours by law.   It's not the same

to organize a union in

Guatemala as it is to organize

one in Canada, or the United

States, or other countries.

(16I')
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15:07 SANDRA WRITING I want to be a great labour

advisor, that's my dream, and I

hope to realize it.  I want to

be able to give all my support

to Guatemalan workers, because

I see so much injustice, and I

know the kind of support that's

needed to help the workers,

especially the womeno"(16")

15:31 CLOSE UP OF SANDRA

HILLARY CLINTON VOICEOVER:

"Women must enjoy the right to

participate fully in the social

and political lives of their

countries if we want freedom

and democracy to thrive and

endure.                    (9")

15:49 HILLARY CLINTON ON

CAMERA SUPERIMPOSE

SUBTITLE: HILLARY

RODHAM  CLINTON,  FIRST

LADY,  U.S.A.

HILLARY CLINTON SYNC:

If women are healthy and

educated, their families will

flourish.   If women are free

from violence, their families

will flourish.   If women have a

chance to work and earn as full

and equal partners in society,

their families will flourish°

(18")
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16:08 WIDE   SHOT   OF   PANEL

HILLARY CLINTON VOICEOVER:

And when families flourish,

communities and nations do as

well."                        (4")

16:18 LATVIAN FREEDOM

CELEBRATION 1991

FOLK SINGER SINGING IN LATVIAN

SUBTITLE:

"Every day is so hurtful to the

whole Latvian nation.

SUBTITLE:

Divided, splitw our flame

slowly dies down.

SUBTITLE:

Help, O God, help the whole

Latvian nation.

SUBTITLE:

Bring her home by Daugava's

shores.

SUBTITLE:

Bring her home."          (25")

16:45 BLACK AND WHITE STILL

OF TWO AUDIENCE

MARA VOICEOVER IN LATVIAN

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH:

"Latvians have always been

fighting for their independence

... we have now achieved it.

It's a miracle that we could

still preserve our Latvian

culture.   I really think itVs a

miracle."                   (ii'1)
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16:59 MARA WALKING
SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE :

MARA KIMELE

Before Latvia regained its

independence from the Soviet

Union, theatre director Mara

Kimele was blacklisted because

the plays she staged were seen

as anti-Soviet.         (10")

17:11 MARA ON CAMERA

MARASYNC   IN  LATVIAN  TRANSLATED

"During that time, directors

favoured classical plays

because they were less

censored.   I staged Gogol's

HMarriage" and even that was

seen as very anti-Soviet.

(ii')

17:26

17:43

MARA BRUSHING GIRLIS

HAIR

MARA AND ACTRESSES

LEAVING ROOM

MARA VOICEOVER IN LATVIAN
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH:
I can tell you, from my own

experience that all artists had

a choice.  They could either

cooperate with the Soviet

regime or not.  If people say

they were forced to cooperate,

then they are not telling the

truth.  What they say are lies.

I've never compromised.

(22")
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17:56 MARA ON CAMERA

D
IMTQ2Jÿÿ:

I could always direct my palys.

(1")

18:00 PERFORMANCE The theatre occupies a great

place in the lives of Latvians.

In Soviet times it was the only

place where Latvians gathered.

The plays were in our language,

and our actors were the voice

of the Latvian people.  The

audience was always keen to

discover a political subtext.

(18")

18:35 PAN OF RIGA (Song)
I've gained a lot from my

familyts experience, from my

parents, and especially from my

grandmother.              (6")

18:56 BLACK AND WHITE STILLS

OF GRANDPARENTS

My grandmother was a theatre

director.   She was also very

involved in politics.  (4")
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19:04 BLACK AND WHITE

STILL\MOVING  TRAIN

In 1939, she was arrested. In

those days, thousands of

Latvians were packed onto

trains °.. in winter, without

clothes or tools ... they were

thrown out into the snow in

Siberia.  My grandfather was

also arrested.  Later he was

shot. Their only crime was that

they were Latvians.    (26")

19:37 PAN BLACK ANDWHITE
FOOTAGE TO CELLIST

My grandmother had so much

talent and energy ... but she

didn't get along with my

mother.                     (4")

19:48 MARAWITH HER MOTHER

AND SON

She wanted to be involved in

everything but at my mother's

expense.   I'm not like that.

would put my child's needs

before the theatre.    (91')

I

I'm a single mother.  When

Peter was little, my parents

helped us a lot.   But mostly

it's been just the two of us

struggling along.       (i0u)
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20:19 MARA IRONING It seems to me that the main

difference between myself and

male directors in Latvian

theatre is I'm the only one

Working two shifts - first at

the theatre, then at home.

(12")

20:46 MARAON CAMERA
MARASYNC IN LATVIAN:
They come home and think about

art.  I come home and do my

laundry.  That's the difference

between a male and a female

director.                 (7")

20:57

21:12

MARA COOKING

MARA WASHING WINDOWS

MARAVOICEOVER IN LATVIAN
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH:
In Soviet times, on the surface

it looked as if men and women

were equal.   But in reality, it

meant we women also had an

obligation to work on the

railroad or as a construction

worker, to do most of the jobs

men do, even if we were sick or

pregnant.                  (16")
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I worked right up to my son's

birth.  At night I washed his

diapers in a bucket of cold

water.  It was hard on my

health that time.       (8")

21:33 STREET MONTAGE This year 1994 is a perplexing

time.  People have lost faith

in their government.  Poverty

is widespread.  Thousands of

young girls are becoming

prostitutes.             (11")

Many unscrupulous businessmen

are using Latvia to launder

their "dirty moneyH and run

their dirty businesses. A

return to communist rule would

mean death for Latvia, but the

power that these new

businessmen have is equally

dangerous.                (21")

22:26 MARA PUTTING FLOWERS

ON MONUMENT

I believe now is the time for

the theatre to speak out.   I

think art, including theatre,

has to keep alive our Latvian

heritage,u                 (8")
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22:50 MARA WALKING

GRO HARLEM BRUNDTLAND

MTodaye we know that women's

contributions are decisive for

growth and for social

development.             (6H)

23:01. GRO HARLEM BRUNDTLAND

ON CAMERA

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

GRO HARLEM BRUNDTLAND,

PRIME MINISTER,  NORWAY

GRO HARLEM BRUNDTLAND SYNC:
When I first became Prime

Minister fifteen years ago it

was a cultural shock to many

Norwegians.  Today, fifteen

years later,four-year olds

sometimes asked their mothers,

"but can a man be Prime

Minister?"u                (31")

23:38 TAM GOOSSEN LEAVING

BUILDING

SUPERIMPOSE SUBTITLE:

TAM GOOSSEN

NARRATION:

Chinese Canadian Tam Goossen

grew up in the slums of Hong

Kong°  Through her mother's

determination and sacrifice,

Tam was able to immigrate to

Canada and graduate from

university.  Her experience

inspired her to run as a

candidate for school trustee in

Toronto's municipal election.

(18")
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24:17 TAM ANDCAROLYN
GOOSSEN CAMPAIGNING

TA GOOSS VOICEOYER:
HWhen I began to have children

I became aware of the whole

issue about public education,

and the whole issue of

immigrant parents, and I began

to really speak out, trying to

be the voice of people who've

been deprived, who've been

marginalized.  I also became

the...                       (21")

24:47 TAM   GOOSSEN   ON   CAMERA

TAM GOOSSEN SYNC:
.°°the only visible minority

elected representative on the

school board.            (5N)

24:53 SKYLINE PAN DOWN TO

TAM,  CAROLYN AND TED

CROSSING THE  STREET

TAM GOOSSEN VOICEOVER:

I met my husband when he was

visiting Hong Kong.  After I

immigrated to Canada in 1970,'

Ted joined me here.  At the

time, you know, I think we both

took a risk.  Even if I had

been with a Chinese person, you

know, things might work out,

they might not.          (19'ÿ)
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25:22 GOOSSEN FAMILY HAVING

DINNER
Memories of childhood was so

many poverty, and illness, and

my mom kind of looking very

very tired most of the time°

My brother and sisters, all

five of us, and my parents,

llved in this one room, in a

very crowded tenement building

in Hong KOngo  The tenants in

the building were refugees from

China.  We had no running

water, and there's a public

washroom across the street that

everybody used.  And I remember

the noise of rats.      (33")

A lot of the relatives were

cancelling my mom to forget

about educating us because life

was so hard.   All the girls, by

the time they were twelve, they

were working in factories°

(9")
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26:17 KWAI LAN TAM AND TAM

GOOSSEN WALKING IN THE

STREET

Because of my mom, we were the

only family who all the kids

went to school.  In Chinese

society, women are not as

valued as men, or girls are not

as valued.  I fight that, and I

think my mother fought that

when she lived in Hong Kong."

(14")

26:33 TAM' S VICTORY PARTY

ANNOUNCER SYNC[
nPlease welcome our new school

trustees Tam Goossen."(3n)

26:39 TAM  WALKING   TOWARDS

MICROPHONE

RAnd my special thank you to my

mom ... without her, my family

and Ted ... I really couldn't

do the job.  So a very special

thank you to all of them.  John

and I have a lot of work to do

to make sure our kids are

getting the best education they

can without discrimination,

homophobia, racism in the

schools. I,                   (27")
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27:18 STUDENTS CHEERING

CAROLYN GOOSSENVOICEOVER:

"I'm really proud of her.  And

she really has so much respect

from everyone.  What can I say,

she's amazlng!N         (5")

27:29 CAROLYN GOOSSEN WITH

DEMONSTRATORS

Carolyn, her sixteen-year-old

daughter carries on her

mother's activism as a

dedicated leader of the student

rights movement.        (7")

27:37 STUDENTS DEMONSTRATING

CAROLYN VOICEOVER:

My mom thinks that I'm a bit

more radical than she is.  But

I don't think it's that, I

think it's just because I'm

from a different generation.  I

think there're a hell of a lot

of problems, but I just hope

that no one stops ...kind of

stops working for change and

for women.                (20")

28:04 WOMEN AT THE FOURTH

WORLD CONFERENCE ON

WOMEN OF THE UNITED

NATIONS

(MUSIC)
(CREDITS)

28:42         FADE TO BLACK




